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Wholeness and the Developing Child

~ By Claire Bainer

Wholeness is an important principle in fields where people work to understand
the ways interrelated parts influence the desired outcome. Symbolically, the
mind of the young child starts by learning about the world through their experience of all there is, and as the mind assimilates information, detail can come
in.
For some, the concept of wholeness seems to have the quality of magical thinking with no practical application. Yet wholeness is part of the big picture
thinking that influences many fields. Higher math, religion, art and music all
expand out into the interrelatedness of oneness. These fields also require both
theoretical and practical awareness for successful implementation. The field of
early childhood education is in many ways the same. Anyone who has worked
with or lived with a baby knows it is a mystical experience in wholeness. They
also know it is a very physical and earthy and practical experience, too.
Practice and theory, the practical and the conceptual—to build a whole,
healthy, functional human being we acknowledge and consider both. It is in the
blending that the art of parenting and teaching occurs. It is in the mind, body,
and spirit connection that wholeness emerges.
Consider these stories:
• As 3 year old Tyrone enters the classroom, his demeanor changes. He grimaces, brings his hands up like claws, and lets out a growl. In a classroom
or park, this social approach invites children to be aggressive with him and
is not a good formula for social success. An adult intervention is needed.
• Sweet, gentle Blanca approaches everyone with a hug. Adults hug her
back...children not so much. They see her hugs as a way to manage and
control them and to get what she wants. This is a teaching opportunity. She
needs help with remembering to use words before this behavior becomes a
habit.
• Lucy is one year old. She smiles her big smile and happily bites anyone
who has something she wants. It is a wonderful way to get what she wants!
Children scream and cry and drop their toys as she approaches. Adults
quickly intervene to protect the other children and because they want to
stop this behavior from influencing her developing social skills.
All of these examples are common at child care centers and at home. Little
children need help to maneuver successfully through our adult world, and they
need to see our reactions and behavior and hear our words so they can respond appropriately when the time comes. Caring for children requires a lot of
thoughtful, intentional work, and managing our own behavior. Both by learning to manage ourselves and helping our children’s learning progress we help
our children. Children are watching and listening and learning all the
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Director’s Report, Cont.
time. When we are kind they learn to be kind. If we get mad, talk about our feelings and listen to one another
and resolve our differences, children can learn how to do that, too. When we take care of the garden or pets,
children learn to take care of living things. Being the model for kindness, for one who thinks before speaking,
or one who embraces difference, we foster in the child the intangibles that we want to foster. So we are mindful as we choose our responses.
Practical demands of care are real and immediate and, aside from broadening the options, and sometimes reframing the situation, parents are usually intuitively adept, adjusting in the moment and growing along with
their children. It is a beautiful thing to see.
A little early childhood theory can be a helpful back up, allowing adults to be less reactionary as it normalizes
behavior and slows reactions. Theories help us choose how we want to respond. Theory also makes child rearing fun and interesting. It gives adults a glimpse at what the behavior could mean. Knowing this strengthens
relationships, teaches trust and allows parents to help. The goal of a developmentally appropriate program is
to keep all areas of the developing human being progressing more or less at the same rate and along the same
trajectory, thus supporting the interaction between developing domains so the “whole child” progresses at
maximum capacity.
Here are some helpful principles of Child Development:

• Development is continuous, gradual and sequential and continues throughout the lifespan
• Sequence is predictable although the rate of development varies from person to person
• Development proceeds from general to specific
• Growth and development are both products of heredity and environment
• There is a constant interaction between all factors of development
• Children are designed to “initiate actions” to help gain information
• Children are basically good, and behave badly when they can’t manage to do better
Here is another bit of theory including some basic psychology. As adults, we think about our children’s relationships -- how relationships form and about attachments. Human beings are mammals, after all, so we need
connections to our pod or team to be happy and to thrive. Here are some ideas from psychology that are especially helpful to parents and teachers of young children.

• Babies cannot survive without adults to offer safety, love and guidance

• Children must feel safe and protected to reach out and explore the
world

• Human beings are sensitive and intuitive
• Reciprocal, trusting relationships build sympathy and empathy for
others

• Language development occurs in alignment with experience
• Everyone is unique and needs to be seen and respected as an individual

• Behavior is learned and people can learn to change and manage their
own behavior
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These areas in neurobiology and the science of the developing brain substantiate the observable milestones.
Below are some key concepts in this area:

• The young brain gathers information through all the senses--limited life experience allows the child to connect ideas or jump to conclusions that are not accurate.

• The neural pathways (the connections between areas of the brain) are underdeveloped, so thoughts and
impulses occur before words.

• The human mind searches for similarities and differences and shortcuts. Adult behavior reinforces and

trains the child’s brain in habitual responses which become subconscious reactions and attitudes in the pre
verbal years. Children learn language from adults. They copy adult words, innuendo, sentence structure
and inflection while not yet understanding the world as adults do.

• All human communication, regardless of age, is heavily nonverbal; people read your thoughts, feelings and
attitudes first and listen to words second. The child’s language usage makes it seem that they understand
more, and are more intentional and deliberate, than they are.

Studying, working with, and thinking about how children learn is like a 3-D Chess game, where the correct
answers should vary according to the child and the situation. When the brain assimilates enough information
to challenge the last paradigm it created everything changes. One area that was progressing nicely slows as
the other areas catch up. Language shoots ahead and coordination lags until homeostasis appears and until
it changes again! Investments made in the early years pay dividends years later. Roots embedded in routines
and systems set in early childhood support the behavior that emerges years later.
Attention to the interrelationships of the whole cannot be ignored. Using the theory as a guide, along with
the practical skills, we draw together the wholeness so the child’s foundation will be strong. We teach to the
future so we can be sure that the child who bites, and the hugger, and the growler will all learn to understand
themselves, their actions and reactions, so they can manage themselves in ways that are socially acceptable.
We coordinate the child’s ‘lift off’ so the whole system can come online, and these wonderful children will have
all the skills they need to continue to grow and learn and enjoy a happy adulthood.
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Getting to know the BlueSkies Staff
One of the most important ingredients making BlueSkies such a speical place is the
tightknit community we are all a part of. The staff feel so lucky to get to know all the
fami lies so well during their time here, and we thought families might like to know a
little more about the staff as well. Every month or two, the Banner will be highlighting
different BlueSkies staff members and finding out a little bit more about them. This
month we’re highlighting Christa Julia.
Staff Bio: Christa Edwards
I was an only child growing up but, after divorce and remarriage, both of my parents started
new families and I ended up with five siblings who started at 12 years younger than me. I was
at the end of high school and surrounded by bouncy, cheerful baby siblings who I loved spending
time with.
I was the first in my family to go to college and attended Scripps College in Claremont, California, where I received my BA in Classical Studies. Upon graduation I moved to the Bay Area with
my friend (who is now also my husband) and had a variety of jobs before I began working in the
publishing industry, first as an editorial assistant, and then as a production editor. When that
company was purchased and significantly restructured I had an opportunity to consider whether I
wanted to continue in publishing or try something
new. I missed spending time with my siblings who
were now older kids, and in chatting with a friend
about this, discovered her mother was a co-director at BlueSkies.
I had no early childhood education background
but asked about volunteering with the babies and
was welcomed and put to work! I couldn’t believe
that it was a job to sit in a room and watch babies
play all day long (though as I spent more time
there I realized there’s quite a bit more to it than
that). A Head Teacher position opened up in the
Wobbly Walkers and I applied and was hired. I’ve
been learning so much ever since!
The most impactful learning has been through the mentorship I’ve received at BlueSkies from
Ameena, Liisa, and Claire, as well as the real-life experiences of being in the classroom and
being a supervisor. I am grateful every day for the chance to work with children at this crucial
time in their development, and also to work with the staff at BlueSkies, who are some of the
most hard-working people I’ve ever met, as well as responsible, caring, and generous. The things
I learn here and the ways we help children (and families!) grow and learn impact our school, our
community, our city.
I enjoy the newer responsibilities I have in helping to keep the school functioning well and at
full capacity, meeting and building relationships with families as they begin a new chapter in
their lives, supporting teachers to meet their professional development goals, and helping Head
Teachers find their footing in their complex roles. This job allows me to continue to learn and
grow as a human being in ways few occupations do, and I love it.
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Staff Bios, Cont.
Staff Bio: Julia Owens
Like Spencer, I was born and raised in San Francisco, and I considered Noe Valley my childhood
stomping ground. At the time, it was a solidly middle class enclave with good weather, an eclectic commercial district and a highly activist political vibe. Through connections my mom made
as a baby co-op member when I was an infant, we had a community of friends with children who
formed the circle of my childhood experience. Summers were spent in the 115 degree heat of
Redding and slightly cooler heat of Sacramento with my grandparents, at family camp in Yosemite, and hanging with the neighborhood crew.
For college I ventured as far as UC San Diego in La Jolla, at the same time that my mom went
back to school to pursue a master’s in social work. While I enjoyed the year round warm weather and beachy culture, as soon as I graduated, it was back to the liberal bay area and home. I
knew I wanted to follow in my mom’s footsteps and work in the nonprofit/social services sector ,
so after a few years of random jobs and some extended travel, I landed my first “real” job at the
American Heart Association, where I ran the school based programs and fundraising for several years. I continued my fundraising career and developed a passion for program that foster
youth development at Girls Incorporated, Juma Ventures in San Francisco and A Better Way in
Berkeley before finding my way to BlueSkies.
During this time, I found a love of swing dancing and a whole community through that hobby. I
danced, taught and performed throughout the bay area, and …Fun Fact!...I was part of a swing
dancing half time show during a 49ers vs Raiders game! My daughter was born in 2006 and I
moved to Alameda, where I am now firmly rooted with two sets of grandparents within a 2 mile
radius. I had my son, Coleman, in 2015 and was lucky enough to start him in the Playroom this
past February. My daughter is about to start middle school and I’m trying to wean the little guy
off his nighttime “baba” and diapers. Life is busy!
Being part of BlueSkies is such a gift and I am enjoying building relationships with the children,
families and staff. To expand my understanding of early childhood development and education,
I have started taking ECE classes and observing in the classrooms. It’s hard to have a bad day
when you are surrounded by the sounds, energy
and beauty of growing bodies and minds!
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BlueSkies-isms

Reminder

Parents often hear their children using phrases that
they suspect they learned at BlueSkies. Each month’s
“BlueSkies-ism” will include a phrase the teachers use all
the time at BlueSkies, and some context to help you use the
phrase at home too.

The Nursery School (Playroom, Homeroom,
Schoolroom) will be closed Friday, August 24 so
teachers can set-up their classrooms for the fall.
Hedco (Baby House, Wobbly Walkers, Todds) will
be open as usual.
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If a child is playing and another child joins the play,
he might decide he would now rather play with the
newcomer yet continue the same activity. He starts
telling children he is playing with to go away. Children can always decide to go off with another child
and play somewhere else, but they can’t just kick people out of the game because the options changed. This
response helps the children keep the play friendly
instead of saying things like go away, you can’t play,
I got it first, or I made up the game. We say “You can’t
make other people do things; they decide for themselves just like you do . You can decide to go away and
play somewhere else if you don’t want to play here,
but you can’t tell others to go away.”
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Welcome!

Logan, Kenji, Lenora and Darren
in the Baby House!
Eliah in the Wobblies!

New Teachers
Tracy, LaTeka and Julie!
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Teachers out in
August
The following staff will be out
this month:

•
•
•

Ameena out 8/13 - 8/24
Phyllis out 8/13 - 8/22
Ki’erra out 8/22 - 8/27

Snapshot in the Homeroom:
~ By Claire Bainer

Communication Fizzle

Holding a block with some small plastic people balanced on it Edward says to Terrence, “Pull us up!” The
boys have been building a fire truck this afternoon in the Homeroom unit block area. They have also been
discussing draw bridges so the play is creatively blending several ideas. One boy is already 5 and the other
4 ½. Terrence, the younger boy says, “They go in there. Pretend everybody came up.” Edward says, “Some
people hit their head. They had too many engines and the guy had to call one of his big friends to let him
know. He needs his other good friend. All his friends. His two big friends.” Edward makes car noises. “Oh.
Sorry, Terrence! Where does he go?” holding up a forgotten figure. Terrence, not concerned goes on with his
own train of thought, “The ladder goes on top. No, this block goes here. The ladder doesn’t go in here. No,
that’s not a hose,: looking at a small piece of string. “That’s the rescue rope.” Edward says “Hey, Terrence,
they need the ladder to climb up the fireman’s building.” Terrence responds, “There is no fireman’s building.”
Edward says, “Well, they needed the ladder to climb into the boat. They needed help getting into the boat.
They yelled from the water that they needed the rope, then they dropped the rope into the water.” Terrence
responds “Edward, no.” Edward, holding up another figure says, “here is the police officer.” Terrence: “Good,
the police! You know what to do!” Edward: “I know what to do.” Edward pauses and says “I need to go potty,
but I’m still playing with this.” Terrence says, “I’m going to clean up.” Terrence says to himself “He needs to
go to the bathroom,” as he starts picking up blocks and Edward walks away.
When Edward comes back he starts to sing to himself and joins Terrence cleaning up. The singing turns to
dancing; soon Edward is starting to run and jump around the block area. The teacher walks closer to the
block structure, positioning herself in Edward’s path. Seeing her, Edward says, “Where does the wooden
truck go?” She responds, “Hmmm, I wonder where it goes.” He continues singing and puts the truck away
and starts putting things away again. He tells the teacher “Did you know this is the driver?” holding up a
small wooden figure that he puts in the truck on the shelf. She responds, “Oh, they go together, really?” He
nods and starts singing again, and puts the other people in the basket. Terrence says to Edward “You’re not
supposed to clean those up, I am using them.” Edward sings: “Hi Terrence Hi Terrence Hi Terrence. We’re
gonna bake you into pie.” The teacher smiles “Edward, I thought you were done playing here.” Edward: “But
then no one is helping me clean!” Teacher: “I heard Terrence say he is still playing.” Edward: “But Terrence
said he was helping me clean.” Terrence: “I am gonna clean up this stuff.” Teacher: “You’re going to clean up
the things you built together?” Terrence: “Yeah.” Soon both little boys are dancing and singing and putting
toys away. As they start to get louder, the teacher joins them, saying, “Do you boys need help?” They nod,
and she starts to pick up blocks with them. Terrence says to her, “Thank you my handy helper!”
Terrence and Edward were playing a game about a fire truck that they’ve built. But with their blended ideas
the play became confusing. It might have lasted longer if the children could have gotten their ideas more in
sync, so they could talk about their play and discuss their plans. Sometimes we see a group of children in the
schoolroom spending all their play time sitting in a circle talking about what they will do while actually not
playing at all. This twosome had a pretty large developmental age gap so the conversation about how to proceed only went so far. The play which was cooperative dropped to a younger stage of play due to the disconnect in communication skills. The boys will keep practicing and playing and the younger ones will get older
and catch up. All they need is time.
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Fall Housekeeping

As the fall approaches and we think of the new 2018-19 school year, we find ourselves with a hodgepodge
of reminders and announcements, so this is a bit of a potpourri article. Perhaps we will call is “a little fall
housekeeping”--• Stick the BlueSkies calendar someplace handy so you
won’t have any unexpected surprises.
• Lock your car when you come, and be sure your
valuables and laptop/phone are out of sight (do this
before you get here and park). It has been a long time
since anyone had their car broken into, so don’t be the
first one to break this streak!
• Come in and out quickly if you park in the driveway
or green zone; parking can be difficult, so help others
by freeing up parking spots – don’t outstay your 12
minutes just as you are counting on others not to
overstay theirs. (Please share this message with
grandparents, nannies or others who may not realize
how much turnover we need to facilitate everyone’s
parking needs). The green zone is public parking so
remember that our neighbors are also entitles to use
it, though hopefully also not longer than 12 minutes. If
you and your child like to hang out for a while, park in
a regular street space.
• When we asked the city to give us a green zone, we
opted not to restrict one space full-time for disabled
parking, thinking that when someone with a disables
permit needed to park they could use the green zone
or driveway parking. That is the exception to the 12
minute rule.
• Please be mindful of our neighbors’ driveways. The
only driveways we own are in front of the office and
the first one next to the Copenhagen classroom (the
adjacent one belongs to the store). Parking is also
available in the Hedco driveway on Coolidge.
• We ask you all to notice the neighborhood hygiene;
the nicer we keep the neighborhood, the nicer it
is for all of us! If you see trash or junk piling up
on the sidewalk make a call reporting the address
and problem to Public Works (615-5566) or us e the
SeeClickFix app on your phone; We call, too, and after
a certain number of calls for the same property the city
can threaten to fine the landlord, so we appreciate your
help in staying on it.
• The corner store owners are responsible for keeping
good visibility through the windows at all times, so
if you see posters or furniture blocking visibility you
can report that to the ABAT officer at 777-8670. They
are expected to keep the sidewalks clean, and keep
loiterers moving along; if you’d like the full list of
requirements please ask for a copy. We want the store
to know that we expect them to comply with their
operating conditions.
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• Be sure you have your emergency and disaster
phone numbers updated at the school. We are
counting on never needing to use them, so be
sure that we have them as a guarantee that we
won’t need them!
• The crackers are a ritual for going home,
really a treat of no nutritional value. The pack
of two provides “one for each hand”, enough to
get the children into the car and on their way.
Thanks for doing such a good job monitoring
your child’s litter, we do sweep but are also
pleased that after we started passing out the
wrapped crackers, we had very few wrappers to
pick up --- thank you!
• Remember, and tell others who drop off or
pick up, to sign your full name when you sign in
and out. This is a legal document of proof that
your child is here and when Licensing comes
by to inspect, they do count the number signed
in and make sure it matches the number of
children here.
• The Birthday Books are for purchase for the
Children’s Library, so if you want to read them
to your child please handle them carefully and
put them back.
• Help your children learn to love the gardens
and adult spaces around the school, and be
careful of the plants—they need to be gentle
with the flowers, keep their feet on the ground,
and stay where you can see them. The ADA
railings on the ramps are especially alluring
for climbing, but remember that any falls from
them land on concrete, a material that is very
dangerous to young heads.
• We office people are grateful when you tell
your children to use their inside voices in the
office, it is a nice opportunity for you to teach
them how to behave in public spaces. We love
to see you and the children, old and young; they
are welcome to come say hi, and to gaze in awe
at the beautiful train, and of course if you have
a moment or a thought or a wonder we want you
to stop by and talk to us; we get some of our best
ideas from your thoughts and insights so don’t
be a stranger!
• Summer has been great fun, and now the
teachers are busy organizing and setting
up for the fall. We are excited to kick off
another “school year” with all of you – our BlueSkies
community!

